
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC ART SALON 

OF FotoClubPro Arad  

Edition VII- 2018 

 

 

SALON RULES 
 

The International Photographic Art Salon of FotoClubPro Arad is open to amateur or professional 

photographers from around the world, who are invited to participate with printed color or black and 

white photographs.  

The salon is held under the patronage FIAP No. 2018/375, AAFR nr.2018/008 and SRAF NR. 

2018/005 

  

THEME   

–  Open color -  print  

 – Open monochrome - print  

  

PRIZES 

51 prizes 

* to each section there will be awarded: 

- FIAP gold medal + 3 mentions 

- AAFR gold, silver and bronze medals + 6 AAFR mentions 

- SRAF gold, silver and bronze medals + 3 SRAF mentions 

- FCPA gold, silver and bronze medals + 3 FCPA mentions 

 

* The salon is organized under the FIAP and AAFR  rules 

 

* the artist who has most acceptances in the salon is declared “best author” and his name will be 

mentioned in the catalogue of the Salon. In the case of two or more authors with the same number of 

acceptances, the jury will make an irrevocable decision.. 

 

 

 

 



REQUIREMENTS 

 

* each participant can have up to 4  printed photographs at each section. 

* the printed photographs must be the size of 30/40 cm and for each print, on the back of the print 

must be a sticker that shall contain the name, surname of the author and the title of the photographs, 

which must correspond with the data submitted in the entry form. 

*these will be sent, together with the printed and signed submission form, at the following address: 

. FotoClubPro Arad  

OP AR 7 GH 1 CP 132 

 ARAD  

Romania 

 

*the prints will not be returned. After the event, they will be disposed of.   

 

*the photographs must also be sent in digital format at the e-mail adress: 

concursfotoclubproarad@gmail.com, along with the entry form in .word format and proof of payment 

of the entry fee; the long edge of the digital image must be between 1500 and 2000 pixels, at a 

resolution of 300 dpi, saved in jpeg format and with sRGB profile. 

 

* each participant must be the author of the photograph sent to the salon and must have ownership 

rights for the work.  

* along with submitting the photograph, each participant certifies the originality of his work and that 

he is the only author. Each participant must also permit the organizer to freely use the photograph for 

the publication in the catalogue of the salon and to promote the event.  

 

*a participant cannot submit the same photographs that he submitted in the other editions of the Salon 

organized by FotoClubPro Arad. 

 

* a photograph can be rejected if the jury considers that the respective photograph does not fulfill the 

conditions stated in the rules of the salon 

 

* the members of the jury will judge the photograph without having any information regarding the 

name of the author or the county of origin 
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ENTRY  FEE 

* The entry fee is paid once and is mandatory to all participant for both sections and, in the sum  of: 

 

- 15 EURO for participants from the Europen Union  

- 20 USD for the participants from the other countries of the world  

The participation fee can be paid tough PayPal at the following address: 

concursfotoclubproarad@gmail.com, 

trough post  or sent along with the prints at  the following adress: FotoClubPro Arad OP AR 7 GH 1 

CP 132 ARAD, Romania 

 

 

JURY 

The entries for the salon will be judged by a competent jury composed of: 

 

Tony Le Kim Thuan EFIAP, Hon FIAP – U.S.A. 

 

Ovi D. Pop EFIAP/b - ROMANIA 

Călin Andra - ROMANIA 

 

Alternate: 

Flavian Savescu EFIAP - ROMÂNIA 

  

CALENDAR OF THE SALON 

Deadline for submitting the entries             24.08.2018 

Judging     31.08.2018 

Communicating the results   07.09.2018 

Opening  day of the exhibition                   28.11.2018  

Sending the prizes              19.12.2018 

 

COMMUNICATING THE RESULTS 

* *the Record of Achievements at the salon will be made public on the website 

http://concurs.fotoclubproarad.ro/ 

 

THE EXHIBITION  

* all photographs that will be awarded prizes will be exhibited in an event in Arad, Museum of Arad. 

Clio Hall 
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THE CATALOGUE 

*the digital catalogue of the salon will be distributed via e-mail to all authors that have entries in the 

contest. The printed version will be handed out free of charge at the inauguration of the exhibition.  

 

CONTACT PERSON 

* any additional informations or clarifications, the director of the salon  Nelu Scripciuc EAAFR, 

AFIAP, Hon FICS, Hon MPC, Hon SWAN is at your service at the e-mail address  

fotoclubproarad@gmail.com 

 

FIAP DEFINITION OF MONOCHROME PHOTOGRAPHY 

 

A black and white image covers areas from very dark grey (black) to very white gray (white).and is a 

monochrome image with a multitude of grey nuances. A black and white image, toned entirely in on 

single color, remains a monochrome image and can be accepted at the black and white category. In a 

catalogue, such image will be printed in black-and-white. On the other hand, a black and white image 

toned partially or to which a color was added becomes a color image (polychrome) and will be added 

to the color category.  

 

Trough submitting the photographs or digital images to a salon under FIAP patronage, the participant 

agrees, without exceptions or objections, to the following 

 

The submitted photographs can be inspected by FIAP to decide whether these respect the FIAP rules 

or definitions, even if the participant is not a FIAP member.  

 

The refusal to collaborate with FIAP or to make available the original files recorded by the photo 

camera or the impossibility to offer sufficient proof will be sanctioned by FIAP 

- in case of sanctions because of failure to respect the FIAP rules, the name of the participant will be 

made public in order to make public the breach of the rules 

- it is recommended that the EXIF data from the submitted files should be left intact to facilitate any 

possible investigations.  

 


